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Abstract
This article describes the requirements of the Gaudí website which must enable
the quest of making the art of system architecting more accessible and under-
standable.
Key drivers of the website

Accessibility
for the readers

- Direct access to most relevant information
- Direct visibility of most relevant information
- Availability of supporting information
- Papers and presentations high quality printable
  - High image quality of presentations on screen
  - with a resolution of 1024*768 or better
- Simple navigation
- Navigation support for different viewpoints
- Standard browsers and common plug-ins
- Clear value or status indication
- Findable via Internet search engines

Productivity
of the author

- Information only defined once
- Predictable results of the tools
- Low infrastructure effort
- Scoping support for different levels of openness
  (Research, Philips, WWW)

Quality
of the information

- Not determined by tools or infrastructure